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Bitcoin SV TL;DR

BSV: Business Use Cases of the Bitcoin SV Blockchain
Bitcoin SV (BSV): Blockchain gets down for business by solving key challenges and enabling new opportunities. BSV envisions a
world where all transactions, digital activity, and data exist on a single public blockchain that functions as a global electronic cash
system and a commodity data ledger for enterprise applications. BSV believes that achieving their “Metanet” vision, where data and
value interact seamlessly, requires a protocol designed with base layer stability that’s capable of enabling massive scaling. Eleven
case studies in this report highlight how companies are deploying business applications leveraging BSV’s unique blockchain tech.
•

Blockchains like BSV are enabling the next evolution of internet businesses. Platforms like BSV offer a solution to many
internet issues. They challenge tech monopolies by replacing centralized infrastructure providers with decentralized networks and
applications. They solve payment frictions using digital currency to seamlessly enable an internet of value. They reduce global
business challenges by reengineering the trust models underlying internet services using publicly verifiable, immutable, userowned blockchain data and globally enforceable smart contracts. All these innovations open the door for next gen businesses.

•

Bitcoin SV has a unique vision and differentiated blockchain technology approach. Blockchains come in many shapes and
sizes. BSV’s February 2020 Genesis Upgrade laid the technical groundwork for advancing its Metanet vision. Genesis eliminated
BSV’s software mandated default block size limit (2GB) and thus allowed for theoretically unbounded scaling. The upgrade also
restored certain technical features to the Bitcoin protocol that allow for more complex smart contracting applications and unlock
the potential of BSV’s blockchain for use cases beyond payments. BSV’s development team’s efforts remain laser focused on
maintaining a platform for enterprise use that is stable, scalable, secure, and allows for safe instant transactions (Slide 3).

•

Unlocking novel applications and enabling internet business model innovations. Companies are using BSV’s immutable
data storage, micropayments, and smart contracting capabilities to redesign how value is delivered to customers across a range
of industries. Monetization for much of the internet today relies on data intrusive advertising or wasteful bundled subscription
models. BSV’s key features could unlock the potential for fundamental internet business model shifts to occur by replacing the
current paradigms with new user permissioned data, streaming micropayments, and other unimagined monetization models.

•

Bitcoin SV has a growing ecosystem of 320+ known companies & services. This report examines how nine companies are
using BSV across several industries: Healthcare Records Management, Supply Chain, Big Data & IoT, Casinos & iGaming,
eSports, Web Browsing, Advertising API Monetization and Fintech & Investments (Slides 9 - Slide 18) It also looks at how BSV’s
Research and Development arm, nChain, is partnering with enterprises to help re-engineer their business models through its
enterprise blockchain services offerings (Slide 19) and how the Blockchain Mining & Transaction Processing Company, TAAL
(OTCQX:TAALF; CSE:TAAL), is professionalizing the way blockchain computing services are delivered to make BSV more
amenable to enterprises (Slide 20).

•

Network stats are validating BSV’s approach towards enabling high volume, low fee, data intensive applications. BSV’s
daily transaction count now regularly surpasses BTC, while its average transaction fees are orders of magnitude lower. These
low fees enable micropayments and low-cost data storage applications. Given these low fees, median transaction values on BSV
have been able to reach as low 1/100th of 1 cent on certain days (Slide 23). During a stress test, BSV processed the largest
block in history on a public network that confirmed 1.3M individual transactions. That translates to a throughput level of ~2,200
transactions per second, thus highlighting BSV’s unique ability to offer high throughput in a production environment (Slide 22).

• Blockchains are delivering new
business opportunities
• Bitcoin SV’s tech is focused on
fostering enterprise adoption for
scalable blockchain applications
• 320+ identified companies &
services across diverse end
markets being built on BSV
• Network stats show BSV being
used for low fee micropayment
and data storage applications

Key Statistics
Price
Range (52W)
Market Cap
Circulating Supply
Volume (24H)

$207.3
$423 / $81
$3.8B
18.5M
$91.4M

Source: Coinmarketcap.com, Messari on 7/28/2020

This document is prepared solely for
clients of FSInsight.
For Inquiries, please contact sales at:
212-293-7140; inquiry@fsinsight.com

Bottom line: Blockchain has moved from the idea phase to the implementation phase and businesses are now deploying
novel applications. BSV’s technical decisions to date have positioned the platform with the scalability needed to service
certain high throughput, enterprise applications. Growing PoCs and enterprise traction will offer signs of BSV’s potential.

For Reg AC certification and other important disclosures see Slide 26.
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The 4 Pillars of the BSV Vision
Stability

• Enterprises plan years in
advance and require
stability before they will
operate on a technology
platform
• BSV implemented changes
to unlock technical powers
of the Bitcoin protocol, and
to create a stable
development environment
• Following the network’s
Genesis hard fork upgrade
(February 2020) the team
does not expect any future
software upgrades to affect
base protocol rules or
applications built on BSV

Scalability

• Enable massive scaling to
establish Bitcoin SV as a
global electronic cash and
data platform
• Meet the demands of
enterprises that require
high throughput capacity
for blockchain applications
• Maintain low fees to unlock
the full potential of the
Bitcoin blockchain for use
cases outside of payments
• Support significantly higher
transaction volumes to
maintain long-term mining
profitability regardless of
block reward halvenings

Security

• Aspire to levels of quality
assurance exemplified by
mission critical industries
like aerospace, medicine
and national security
• Engage the services of
industry-leading blockchain
security and audit firms as
part of an extensive quality
assurance process

Safe Instant
Transactions

• Prioritize confidence in
instant transaction
capabilities with rapid
transaction processing and
instant miner feedback,
coupled with miner
accountability
• Instant transactions are
critical in order to expand
beyond payments services
to enterprise use cases

• Employ enterprise-level
bug bounty programs to
motivate and mobilize
security researchers to find
and report security
vulnerabilities

Source: FSInsight, Bitcoin SV
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There are ~320 companies and services building on the Bitcoin SV blockchain

320
Companies
and
Services

Source: FSInsight, The Bitcoin Association
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There are ~320 companies and services building on the Bitcoin SV blockchain

320
Companies
and
Services

80
Resources

Source: FSInsight, The Bitcoin Association
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Bitcoin SV’s technology stack is being designed to enable enterprise applications

80
Resources

30
Protocol
Layers

Data
Structure
Protocol

The Metanet

Base Layer

Bitcoin SV

Source: FSInsight, The Bitcoin Association
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Select companies building on BSV come from a wide range of industry verticals

Blockchain Mining &
Transaction Processing

Web Browsing

Healthcare Records
Management

FinTech &
Investments

eSports
Advertising

Supply Chain

Big Data &
Internet of Things

API
Monetization

Blockchain Research
& Development

Casinos
& iGaming

Source: FSInsight
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Bitwise Overview

EHR Data

Company Overview

Products & Services Overview

Company:

EHR Data

• Global Electronic Health Record (G-EHR): Create a global
healthcare data repository that reduces data silos, employs data
structuring and standardization, and enables patient directed
data access

Website:

https://ehrdata.com/

CEO:

Ken Hill, R.Ph

CEO Background:

Founder & Chairman of PDX, Inc®
Founded in 1985, PDX, Inc®, is a pioneer
in pharmacy software for high volume
prescription filling and processing. The
Company supplies ~10,000 pharmacies
in the U.S. today with standardized
software, clinical databases, and
communications services. Collectively, its
customers fill over 20 percent of all
retail prescriptions in the U.S. today.

Headquarters:

Fort Worth, Texas

Founded:

2017

• Global Workflow Engine (G-WFE): Provide a single source of truth
for healthcare-related transactions and streamline processes for
healthcare data transfer and related financial transactions
• EHR’s opioid prescription platform could result in 1.6M – 3.2M
daily BSV transactions according to management estimates
• Becoming the central patient data record in the US where there
are 4B total prescriptions would generate 16B – 32B BSV
transactions per year according to management estimates

Illustrative Example: BSV Loyalty Card Use

Key BSV Features
• Leverage BSV’s immutable data storage capabilities to provide a
single source of truth for healthcare records management
• Partner with nChain to employ BSV smart contracts that
streamline healthcare records management, put individuals in
control of their own healthcare data, and provide patients a way
to monetize their healthcare and wellness data
Source: FSInsight, EHR Data
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UNISOT
Company Overview

Products & Services Overview
• Enable customers to scan QR codes
on products to retrieve data on
product content, proof of journey,
proof of origin etc.

Consumer and
Industrial Facing
Applications

Company:

UNISOT

Website:

https://unisot.com/

CEO:

Stephan Nilsson

Headquarters:

Norway

Founded:

2017

Industry Segment:

Supply Chain Management

Business Description:

Enterprise blockchain service
provider

• Data collection for supply chain
processes where use of IoT is not
possible
Dashboards

• Dashboard facilitates supply chain
and monitoring and exchange/sale of
information with other participants in
supply chain

ERP Plug-ins

• Facilitate communication between
customers’ ERP systems and
UNISOT enterprise blockchain
services. Supported ERP systems
include SAP, Microsoft Dynamics
365 with plans to extend support for
all other major ERP providers

Key BSV Features
• Immutable, low cost data storage provided by BSV enables
global tracking of products across supply chain from product
inception through its use and until its eventual recycling
• Real-time international settlements using the BSV currency
accelerates cash conversion cycles and allows for exchange
of small pieces of data such as product location, size, volume
• Smart Contracts enable automated, secure, and guaranteed
blockchain transactions without third party involvement

Select Applications
• SeafoodChain: Enables fish
farming and aquaculture industries
to record and display insights for
their complete supply chain. Pilot
program launched in May 2020
with participation from 3 customers
including:

Source: FSInsight, UNISOT
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Bitwise Overview

MetaStreme

Company Overview

Products & Services Overview
Scalable framework for high volumes of
autonomous transactions

Company:

MetaStreme

Website:

https://metastreme.com/

Founder:

Paul Chiari

Headquarters:

Australia

Founded:

2020

Industry Segment:

Big Data & Internet of Things (“IoT”)

Business Description:

A wallet and API designed to power
high volume transactions for
enterprise business applications

IoT Devices

Enterprise
Systems

Supply Chain
& Logistics

Healthcare
& Agriculture

Products & Services Overview
• MetaStreme aims to meet the demand of high-volume transaction
applications and unlock BSV’s full potential as a public data
ledger beyond its payments use case
• Partner to several technology and business enterprises
building on BSV and helping provide easy integration and
automation services

• Wallet and API functionality enable businesses to realize the
benefits of BSV’s public network with no required knowledge
of Bitcoin protocols

Select Partnerships
Predict Ecology: Use BSV to record big data and perform
predictive environmental modelling. For example, sensor
devices record flora & fauna carbon sequestration, and
automated IoT sensors can track water quality and volume.
Farm in One: Creating proof of concept to connect Farm in
One’s agriculture planning tech platform to weather data
stored on BSV blockchain. Empower farmers to make databased automated precision irrigation and other decisions.

Source: FSInsight, MetaStreme
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BitBoss Corporation
Company Overview

Company:

BitBoss Corporation

Website:

https://www.bitboss.io/

CEO:

Matthew Dickson

CEO Background:

Founder & Chairman of Poydras Gaming
Finance Corporation
Poydras owned and leased out 2,600
slot machines in the U.S., went public on
the Toronto Venture Exchange in 2014,
and in 2019 was sold to the Las Vegas
based gaming company, PlayAGS
(NYSE:AGS)

Headquarters:

Denver, Colorado

Founded:

2015

Industry Segment:

Casinos & iGaming

Products & Services
• Bridge System: Hardware product inserted into
physical slot machines enabling players to transfer
BSV tokens to and from a slot machine using a
mobile app on their cell phone - See demo here
• Bitcoin SV-based tokens can serve as digital
replacement for casino chip or physical credit slips
allowing for a cashless casino experience
• Mobile games running on the blockchain including
lottery, sports betting, baccarat, and roulette
• Players can use the same tokens they played
with at a physical land casino for play in digital
games

Figure: BitBoss B2C Bitcoin SV Wallet

From the Company
“BitBoss technology is tying the casino physical world to the online
world and is eliminating the need for the traditional online casino
client server architecture. Casinos can transition to our system
easily and they do not need to install servers or harden data
centers, and they can drastically improve their mobile app
adoption and inexpensively convert their customers to online.”
Source: FSInsight, BitBoss
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Kronoverse (Cryptofights)
Company Overview

Products & Services Overview
•

Company:

Kronoverse

Website:

https://www.kronoverse.io/

CEO Name:

Adam Kling

Headquarters:

Raleigh, North Carolina

Founded:

2018

Industry Segment:

eSports

Transparent
Gaming

•
•
•

Metaverse
Enabled

•
•
•
•

Member of Esports Integrity Commission
(“ESIC”) as part of its mission to bring more
fairness to eSports by using blockchain
See why a player wins or loses down to the
transactional level move data
Player moves are permanently stored and
can’t be altered
All past games are archived on the
blockchain and can be replayed
Players own their virtual items instead of
game developers; unlocks an economy for
buying, selling and trading gear
Game objects will be tradable just like digital
currency
Players can compete for cash prizes
In certain jurisdictions where legal, allow
spectators to bet on specific player
actions

Business Description:

Monetization and technology platform
for eSports; Creator of CryptoFights

Ability for
Increased
Stakes

Upcoming Catalyst

Expected public launch of
CryptoFights in Q3-Q4 2020

Key Advisory Support

Message from the CEO
“The simple reality is that for our players, the
Bitcoin SV blockchain is cheaper, quicker and
has more capacity than Enjin (Ethereum based
gaming tokenization protocol) offers so this was a
very easy decision. We are using BSV to create
a better in-game item protocol and better
eSports player experience.“
– Adam Kling – Kronoverse CEO

Advisory board support from gaming industry veteran Ron Chaimowitz
• Ron is the former Co-founder, Chairman, and CEO of GT Interactive
Software which published top-selling video games/services including:

•

Previously Ernst & Young’s “Entrepreneur of the Year” for the New York
Area; Silicon Valley’s Top 100 by Silicon Valley Magazine

Select Partnerships

Source: FSInsight, Kronoverse
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Bitwise Overview

Maxthon Browser

Company Overview

Product Overview

Maxthon 6 Browser
Company:

Maxthon

Website:

https://www.maxthon.com/

CEO Name:

Jeff Chen

Headquarters:

Beijing, China

Founded:

2005

Industry Segment:

Blockchain Internet Browser

Company Description:

Software Company providing suite of
internet browsers used by more than 100
million people in 140 countries

Key BSV Features

Enable easy wallet
integration with BSVpowered applications

Easy to upload data,
content & other files to
the BSV blockchain,
even without needing to
hold any BSV coins

Act as a blockchain
browser providing fast
and easy way to view onchain data and content
stored on the blockchain

Provide open APIs that
allow developers and
businesses to easily
integrate applications to
the BSV browser

Potential Integrations

• Utilize BSV blockchain to create blockchain identities which are
owned by users, cannot be deleted by online service
providers, and are immutably saved on the blockchain

• Leverage micropayments to re-invent the online service
provider data harvesting and advertising model. Inhibit bots
and trolls by attaching a cost to certain actions

Source: FSInsight, Maxthon
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Bitwise Overview

TonicPow

Company Overview

Products & Services Overview
Advertisers post bounties for user
engagement and promoters earn BSV

Company:

TonicPow

Website:

https://tonicpow.com/

CEO:

Luke Rohenaz

Headquarters:

West Palm Beach, Florida

Founded:

2019

Industry Segment:

Digital Advertising

Business Description:

Peer-to-peer digital advertising
system for businesses and
individuals

Key BSV Features

Social
Monetization

Users earn BSV by recommending
products and services and generate
higher earning for more engagement

Better
Advertising

Advertisers can track campaigns and
set payouts for clicks and conversion
goals

Development
Tools

Developers can build applications
that integrate with other products and
easily extend TonicPow functionality
to users

Select Campaigns

• Enhanced transparency for advertisers as clicks and conversion
metrics are recorded on the BSV blockchain
• Facilitate incentive-based advertising campaigns for business
use cases by leveraging BSV microtransaction capability

• Blockchain facilitates real-time payouts for promoters and realtime reporting for advertisers
Source: FSInsight, TonicPow
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Bitwise Overview

Codugh

Company Overview

Products & Services Overview
• Global Application Programming Interface (API) marketplace
• Developers list their APIs on Codugh’s marketplace and are
compensated in real-time for their usage

Codugh Pty Ltd.

Website:

https://www.codugh.com/

CEO:

Shashank Singhal

Headquarters:

Australia

Founded:

2019

Industry Segment:

Developer API Marketplace

Key BSV Features
• BSV facilitates micropayments to provide instant payment and
settlement services for on-demand API calls
• Codugh collects fees that represent microtransactions of other
microtransactions, made possible by BSV’s low fees
• Received investment from TAAL (OTCQX:TAALF; CSE:TAAL)
to advance API management services using BSV micropayments

What are Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)?
APIs are the backbone of internet services. When a consumer uses
an app, the app sends request for information, or a “call”, to its API,
which returns data to the client. Fintech companies whose primary
revenue generator is APIs include Salesforce.com, Stripe and Twilio.

Illustrative Product Example
API Marketplace
Code API

Upload

Developer 1

API developer
receives 95% of
payment

Leverage BSV
Microtransaction
capability

Codugh
takes 5% fee

Call API

Company:

• Other developers can browse the marketplace then pick and
choose which APIs to employ on an “on-demand” basis
without having to enter into formal agreements for access

$0.01 (100%)

Developer 2

Source: FSInsight, Codugh
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The Bayesian Group
Company Overview

Company Collective
Described as the world’s first artificial
intelligence quantitative crypto hedge
fund allowing investors to contribute
with BSV tokens

Company:

The Bayesian Group

Website:

https://bayesian.com/

CEO:

Roy Bernhard

Headquarters:

Toronto, Canada

Founded:

2020

Industry Segment:

Fintech & Investments

Business Description:

The Bayesian Group is a global
digital asset fintech initiative with the
goal of moving the world into a
frictionless, digital-first financial
future

Market making, liquidity provision,
and intelligent auto OTC trading

Innovation hub that builds and
provides quant strategies & systems,
risk management, trading signals &
indicators, and trading operations
with enterprise support services

Bayesian Inference Engine

Products & Services Overview
• The Bayesian Group foresees a world where everything is
tokenized and transferrable and believes to accomplish that fees
need to be as low as possible to remove any barriers to entry
• On the backend, the Bayesian Group decided to utilize BSV’s
blockchain technology to make transactions and store its data due
to the network’s scalability
Source: FSInsight, The Bayesian Group
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Bitwise Overview

nChain

Company Overview

Products & Services Overview

Company:

nChain

Website:

https://nchain.com/

CEO:

David Washburn, PhD

Headquarters:

London, UK

Founded:

2015

Industry Segment:

Blockchain Research & Development
Company

Business Description:

Enterprise-grade blockchain
solutions on Bitcoin SV; Inventor of
the Metanet data structure

Key Advantages
Developer
Talent

One of the largest development
teams in the industry with 75+ devs

Patent
Portfolio

Currently has 1,000+ pending
patents and 150+ granted
patents covering 250+ inventions

Off-the-Shelf Solutions

Pre-built blockchain applications for
most requested features

Bespoke Solutions

Novel solutions leveraging an
extensive research library

Platform Services

Gives enterprises access to Bitcoin
SV data publishing, data retrieval and
smart contracts without the need for
in-house developers

Industries Served
Capital Markets

Infrastructure

Banking

Blockchain can create global
marketplaces with more
access for individuals and a
greater investment pool

When utility and public work data is
stored on-chain, the public gains a
greater sense of representation
and trust in their government

Financial services on-chain
create fraud-resistant
transparency and create true
global marketplaces

Government

Supply Chain

Healthcare

Blockchain helps governments
around the world fight
corruption, become more agile
and reduce costs

By being able to trace their
purchases back through the supply
chain, consumers gain confidence
and brands build trust

With more efficient on-chain
data management, patients
control their data and receive
more accurate treatment

Pharmaceuticals

Energy

Real Estate

Blockchain tracking and
monitoring of drug prescription
and use saves lives and helps
identify epidemics before they
spread

The blockchain-enabled power grid
is more efficient, enabling energy
sharing, real-time payments and
reducing network costs

Blockchain reduces the
potential for fraud from
traditional land registries and
creates new opportunities,
such as fractional ownership

Food & Beverage
On-chain supply data helps protect the public from food-borne
threats and allows consumers to make more informed choices in the aisles

Source: FSInsight, nChain
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TAAL
Company Overview

Company:

TAAL Distributed Information Technologies
(OTCQX:TAALF; CSE:TAAL)

Website:

https://www.taal.com/

CEO:

Jerry D. Chan

Headquarters:

Vancouver, Canada

Founded:

2011

Industry Segment:

Blockchain Mining & Transaction
Processing Services

Message from the CEO

Source: FSInsight, TAAL

“While the (block) subsidy was meant to
bootstrap the network, it was not intended to
maintain it in perpetuity…to survive in the
long run, growth must be maintained by
transaction processors… transaction fees
must be cheap and comparative to
existing solutions in order to motivate
businesses to opt for blockchain solutions
over conventional technologies”
– Jerry Chan – TAAL CEO

Products & Services Overview
Fiat Based Transaction
Fees

Realize the benefits provided by BSV’s
public blockchain with no exposure to
volatile digital asset markets

Bulk Volume Transaction
Processing

Get guaranteed SLAs, Volume
Discounts, Settlement Risk
Management, and Transaction
Jurisdiction assurances

Fee Discovery

Check in advance what fee levels are
required to guarantee certain services
levels from miners

Blockchain Data Storage

Leverage nChain’s Metanet technology
for indexed, immutable, and
theoretically unbound data storage

Managed Services

Service businesses looking to benefit
from digital hashing without the
complication and operational
overhead of running their own mining
operation
Pooled hashing services allow smaller
operators to pool hash power to
streamline otherwise volatile payouts

Select Clients – Publicly Disclosed
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BSV’s uncapped block size designed to flexibly meet increased network demand
BSV’s Genesis hard fork upgrade eliminated the software protocol’s previously mandated 2GB block size limit and allows
for theoretically unbound block size on BSV.
•
While BSV’s daily average block size has generally ranged between ~ 1MB - ~4MB on a YTD basis based on
network demand, stress tests of the network showcase its ability to accommodate higher transaction
volumes by processing larger blocks, which is not possible on other major competing blockchains.
•
During a stress test of BSV’s network in May 2020, miner TAAL processed a world record 370MB block (Block
#635141) which contained 1.3M individual transactions; that translates to a throughput level of ~2,200
transactions per second(1).
Figure: BTC, BCH & BSV Mean Block Size
Daily Values: 11/15/18-7/15/2020; Log Scale
Larger blocks as
demand arises

Mean Block Size (bytes)
BTC

BCH

BSV

BSV’s World Record Block (Link)

16,384,000
BTC block size
limit in action

4,096,000

1,024,000

256,000

64,000

16,000

BSV’s largest block in history, block #635141, was mined on May 16th 2020:
• Block #635141 contained 370MB worth of data which far exceeds the ~2MB
and ~32MB theoretical block size limit for BTC and BCH, respectively.
• Block #635141 processed 1.3M individual transactions which translates to a
throughput level of ~2,200 transactions per second (TPS) vs a maximum
theoretical level of ~7 TPS for Bitcoin and ~115 TPS for Bitcoin Cash.

4,000
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May-19

Apr-19

Mar-19
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Jan-19

Dec-18

Nov-18

1,000

Source: FSInsight, Coin Metrics, Whatsonchain.com; (1)Throughput level based on 10-minute block interval.
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BSV’s lower transaction fees enable micro transaction applications
Since its split from BCH in November 2018, BSV has maintained low transaction fees generally ranging between ~$0.01 to
lower than ~$0.0001, or 1/100th of 1 cent per transaction.
•
Given these low fees, BSV has been able to support lower median transaction values compared to other
major platforms, which unlocks its targeted micropayment and data storage use cases.
•
BSV’s daily median transaction value has, on average, been below $1 and has been as low as 1/10th of a
penny on certain days, indicating the network is actively being used to service its target use cases.

Figure: BTC, ETH, BCH & BSV Mean Transaction Fees and Median Transaction Values
Daily Values: 11/15/18-7/15/2020; Log Scale

Mean Transaction Fee ($USD)
BTC

ETH

BCH

Median Transaction Value ($USD)

BSV

BTC

$1,000.000

ETH

BCH

BSV

$4.0000
$1.0000

$100.000
$1.0000

$0.2500

$10.000

$0.0625

$1.000

$0.0156

$$1.00

$0.0100 $0.100

$0.0039

$0.010
$0.0010

$0.0010

$0.001
$0.0002

$0.0001

$0.0001

Source: FSInsight, Coin Metrics
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BSV’s fee volatility has been falling while fixed pricing models will offer more visibility
Over the last 12 months, BSV’s fee volatility (measured as standard deviation of mean daily transaction fees) has been on
the decline and, on a YTD basis, has generally been below 50%.
•
We view this decline in volatility as an overall positive as BSV aims to support enterprises processing large
amounts of transactions who would be adversely impacted by large swings in transaction fee rates.
•
Industry participants such as TAAL are also experimenting with novel transaction processing models
(providing fiat-based transaction pricing and SLAs) to enhance stability for enterprises building on BSV.
Figure: BTC, ETH, BCH & BSV Transaction Fee Volatility
Daily Values: 11/15/18-7/15/2020

LTM: Mean Transaction Fee ($) Volatility (7d)
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Source: FSInsight, Coin Metrics
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BSV designed to enable high transaction and data storage volume use cases
On-chain data reflects BSV’s use for data storage transactions. On a YTD basis, BSV has averaged ~630K daily
transactions which is slightly behind ETH’s ~800K and well ahead of BTC’s ~300K and BCH’s ~36K.
•
On a YTD basis, BSV has processed a maximum of 5.5M transactions in a single day compared to daily
maximums of 1.2M for ETH, 380K for BTC and 85K for BCH, respectively.
•
BSV’s large amount of OP_Return transactions reflect its current primary use for data storage transactions.

Figure: BTC, ETH, BCH & BSV Transaction Counts
Daily Values: 11/15/18-7/15/2020; Log Scale
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